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Programs and Services
Ashley, with help from part-time YS staff member Lauren and two teen volunteers, hosted a Dog Man Party
on December 4 to celebrate the release of Fetch-22, the latest book in the very popular graphic novel series.
The children participated in various stations during the program such as taking a photo with Dog Man and
creating their own Dog Man comic. We also gave the kids Dog Man tattoos and they got creative with the Dog
Man coloring sheets. Dav Pilkey, the author of Dog Man, has visited schools around the country and asked the
children to write down how they'll #DoGood. From this idea, Ashley and Kathlyn placed a #DoGood Banner in
the library lobby, inviting patrons of all ages to contribute a past or future good deed to the banner as a
community art project. Please stop by, read the deeds that our patrons have pledged and take part by adding
your own commitment to #DoGood!

Trove Time is going strong and families are looking forward to its return following a break during the holidays.
Since it began this “season” in October, there have been 1352 adults and children over thirty one sessions.
This is an increase 106 attendees compared to the same time period last year. Caroline mentioned that the
children participating have been enjoying the “music box” she created to use when she facilitates Trove Time.
“A music box is basically handmade from a tissue box that has pictures of different variety of kid songs. My
music box has I’m a Little Teapot, Twist and Shout, Head, Shoulders Knees and Toes, Go Bananas, Teddy Bear,
Teddy Bear, Turn Around, and the Itsby Bitsy Spider. Colin, who is new to Trove Time, got a chance to roll the
music box.The kids also loved Go Bananas and we also sang I’m a Little Teapot. The last song we performed
was Jump in the Line by Harry Belafonte. We used shakers and the kids enjoyed moving to the beat. One
parent was familiar with the song and loved that I had watched Beetlejuice and realized that this song would
be great for the end of Trove Time. Also, it was really nice to see that caretakers and toddlers (who weren’t
familiar with the song) were able to keep up a beat without knowing the song.“

December also featured the first Trove Time Caregiver Workshop of the season, An Emotionally Responsive
Approach to Behavior Management. Twenty four caregivers were given tips and tricks for behavior
management while Lauren and the Play Assistants engaged the children in play.
The Edge celebrated it’s sixth Edge-versary in December. Kathlyn asked teens to write their favorite Edge
memory on a birthday-cupcake-shaped piece of paper. She notes, “We received some humorous and
heartwarming feedback about the Edge.”
● It’s been a place where I could do work
● My favorite memory about the Edge is that I meet a lot of my friends here
● My favorite Edge memory is laughing at memes with Kelly
● Another one is learning about games and coding with the Guy Austin
● When I laughed so hard I almost threw up, and Kat and Erik asked me if I was OK
● When you told us we can eat in here again
● Kat showing me how to make a scarf
● I won goat lords against Erik
Ashley and Lauren ran four sessions of the weekly Stories & Stuff program for ages 4-6. Ashley’s two
programs were about cookies (National Cookie Day was on December 4) and snow. In the cookies-themed
program, children used a paper plate, brown crepe paper, and cut out shapes to create their own chocolate
chip cookie craft and then even ate a few yummy cookies too! In the snow-themed session, the craft was a
reindeer/moose puppet related to the character in the story Red Sled b
 y Lita Judge. Lauren ran sessions with
robot and bird themes. She notes, “Stories and Stuff has been so much fun this month. Margarent
McNamara’s The Three Little Aliens and the Big Bad Robot was a huge hit! Everyone loved the climbing robots
we made and the children even found a new use for them...robot necklaces! Another huge hit was our birds
themed craft. The kids thought Rubin’s Those Darn Squirrels was hilarious and made some gorgeous birds on
a wire crafts.”

The first week of teen ConEd STEM/Maker Camps took place in the Edge during the beginning of school
holiday break. Teens attended four sessions that focused on renewable energy, including solar power, wind
power, and bio-fuels.

In December, Tata held a Bilingual Family Night program, during which participants listened to a story about a
flamingo enjoying snow for the very first time.
Austin ran sessions of Open Media Lab in the Edge, Tech Tuesday for grades 1-6 in the Trove and T(h)ech
Thursday in the Edge. Tech Tuesdays and Thursdays programs focused on learning Scratch coding, Sandboxes
and Modding, and took part in the national 2019 Hour of Code by completing various block-based coding
challenges with a Minecraft theme.

Outreach, Visits, Professional Development and Other
The Trove was made festive in December with holiday displays celebrating Hanukkah, Christmas, Kwanzaa
and Three Kings/Dia De Reyes. There were lots of great books on display for all of the festivities!

Kathlyn is chairing the Library’s Green Team in an effort to create a more green-focused organization. In
December, the Green Team recruited members; met with Ethan Kravitz, Director of Membership for Green
Business Partnership, who instructed the Team on how to use tools to track progress towards certification;
worked with Administration on logistics for the project. Kathlyn also attended the Foundation’s Board
Meeting to ask them to fund the Green Business Partnership membership fee for this year (the Board
generously supported the idea!) and provided a summary of the project at the Friends of the Library meeting.
Erik took part in meetings for the Green Team, as well as the ALA Games and Gaming Round Table.
Kathlyn worked with instructor Christina Ortiz to create a series of Mindfulness for Teens workshops which
will take place monthly through June starting in January.
Ashley has been elected to the position of Chair of Communications & Outreach for the Battle of the Books
committee. She said, “After participating in the Battle of the Books this year as a co-coach with Deb, I wanted
to get more involved with the committee that plans and hosts it.”
Caroline attended a webinar about Writing Boxes to implement more writing-focused programs in the Trove:
The webinar was presented on Infopeople, by librarian Lisa Von Drasek, Curator of the Children's Literature
Research Collection for the University of Minnesota libraries. This webinar portrayed fun ways to implement
writing in the library. Writing Boxes are boxes prepared with notepads, stickers, markers, pencils and pens
and then provided to young patrons, allowing them to write and then retell their stories in their own words.
Some ideas presented includes cartoons, scribbles, shapes and anything else that a child is able to express.
Caroline noted that “Von Drasek explained that having kids write is important and can be fun, however, what
deters them is the constant judgement, negative feedback and criticism (such as spelling and grammar errors).
In a library setting, she explained that in order for a writing box program to succeed, there needs to be an
open mind as to what is considered as writing. For example, scribbling marks the beginning stages of writing. I

really liked the idea of parents and librarians withholding judgement, criticism and feedback so that the child
could explain their creative process on their own terms without any influence from an adult.”
Raquel and Lauren welcomed the two special education classes from Mamaroneck Avenue School to the
Trove on December 12. Raquel did a storytime with each class while they enjoyed a Trove tour with Lauren.
Kathlyn prepared for a February Do Gooders event. Adele Shapiro, Project Linus Chapter Coordinator for
Westchester and Rockland, will come help the Do Gooders make blankets for children in hospitals and
shelters. Kathlyn commented, “It will be wonderful to have their help in teaching the teens to make blankets,
and they will offer no-sew options for those who are not interested in learning to use the sewing machines.”
Kathlyn also interviewed Adele for my first newsletter column. Moving forward, Kathlyn will be trying to get
the agencies that the Do Gooders provide items for to speak with the Do Gooders so that the teens can get a
better sense of just how their good work is benefiting the community.
Ashley spent time working with her mentor Georgina Rivas-Martinez in the ALA ALSC Mentoring Program on
short-term, long-term and other goals to work towards, as well as how they will measure the success of them.
Josh attended George Washington Elementary’s Family Reading Night on December 10. He handed out flyers,
calendars and got a chance to talk with a lot of parents about the great programs and services the Trove and
Edge offer. It was a fun evening.
Trove and Edge staff worked to get their first newsletter and blog content started. We held discussions on
types of content and subject matter and the first content should begin rolling out with the first edition of the
Youth Services e-newsletter, The Story on Martine, at the end of January.
Student artwork from the SWBOCES Commercial Art class is on display in the Edge. Nine students created
posters for the teen room. Josh comments, “I’m consistently impressed with the artwork that the Commercial
Art class is creating. These “self-portraits” are stunning, and run the gamut from literal self-portraits to more
abstract representations of self, but all show great talent.” The art will be on display until March, please stop
by the Edge and check it out!

